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TECHNICJM NO?E NO. 461

THE EFFECT 03’ RIVET HEMS CIt THX CHARACI!ERISTICS
d

OF A 6 BY 36 FOOT CLARK Y tiETAL AIR2’OIL

3Y Clinton H. Dearborn

SUMU.RY

An investigation was conducted in the X.A.C.A. full-
scs,le ~ind tnnnel to determine the effects of exposed riv-
et heads on the aerodynamic characteristics of a metal-
covered 6 by 36 foot Clark Y airfoil. Lead punchings sim-
ulating l/8-inch rivet heads were attache~ in full-span
rows at a pitch of 1 inch at various chord positions.
Tests were made at velocities varying from 4CI to 120 mites
per hour to investigate the scale effect.

Rivets at the 5 per cent chord position on the upper
surface of tho airfoil produced the greatest increase in
drag for a single row. Nine rows of rivets on both sur-
faces, simulating rivet spacing of.multi.spar constructiozi;
increased the drag coefficients by a constant amount at
velocities between 100 and 120 miles per hour. Extrapola-
tion of the curves indicates that the same increase would
be obtained at speeds over 120 miles per hour. According-
ly, if rivets spaced the same as those on the test afrroll
were used on a Clark Y wing of 300 squar~ feet area and
operated at 200 miles per hour the drag” would be increased
over that for the smooth wing by 55 pounds and the power
required would be increased by 29 horsepower. Z-he effect
on the lift characteristics due to the rivets was found
to be negligible. ---- .

.4

INTRODUCTION
— —,

One of the most”promising possibilities of improving
the performance of airplanes lies in the re~uction of
drag. A recept airfoil investigation conducted in the
N.A.C.A. variable-density wind tunnel on full-span pro~u-
b~re.nces (reference 1) and on short-span p-rdtuberances,
including wing fittings (reference 2), showed that small
protuberances have an important effect on the aerodyn-adci

-- ...-—
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characteristics of an airfoil. This investigation was ex-
tended to include the determination of the effects caused
by exposed rivet heads of a type common to metal airplane
wing construction, The latter tests were conducted in
the full-scale wind tunnel on a 6 by 36 foot airfoil.

Lead punchings farmed to simulate rivet heads were .
attached to the airfoil first in single rows at various
chord positions on the upper surface, then ifi nine rows “
on the upper surface, and finally in nine rows on both
surfaces.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The 6 by 36 foot Clark Y airfoil used in this invest-
igation Is shown mounted in the tunnel in Figure 1. Two
structural steel H beams with sted.-angle connecting rnem--
bers form the” p~imary structure of the airfoil; the ribs
and skin are of l/16-inch sk.k aluminum. The outer sur-
face of the skin was made as smooth as practi.ca%le by the
use of butt joints “and countersunk attaching screws. Riv-
et heads were simulated by gluing lead punchings to the
surface of the airfoil ae shown in Figure 2, These “punch-
ing were made from sheet lead with a die conforming in
dimensions to the head of’ a l/8-inch brazier head rivut.
(Fig. 3.)

The airfoil ‘was ~pported
on the balance by two braced
struts shown in I’igure 1. Al 1
mbmbers were encased in fair-
ings except the tops of the
supports and the short struts
for changing the angle of at-
tack. The exposed members
were made as small as practica-
ble so that the tare drag would
be a small percentage of the
minimum drag of the airfoil.
Tare-drag tests in whioh the
airfoil was indapenden”tly sup-
ported showed that the drag of
the supports was only 4 per
cent of the mizrimum drag of
the plain airfoil at 100 miles
per hour. A description of

3’igurQ 3.

.
.

..

the balance will be-given with the description of the tun-
nel now being prepared as a Technical Report.
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TESTS
L . . -.

The effect on the drag of the airfoil of a single
row of rivet heads at the leading edge! and at 5S 15s and
30 per cent of the chord back of the leading edge on the
upper surface was first investigated. The siagle rows,
as well as the combinations of rows at 10 per cent cho,rd
intervals tested later, extended over the full span of

—

the airfoil with the riyets spaced .1 ipch apart.
.-

Starting with the 5 per cent chord position, nine
rows were attached to the upper surface at increments of
10 per cent of the chord and the drag measured. Nine ad-
ditional rows of rivet heads were later attached to the
lower surface at the same chord positions as those on the
upper surface and the drag aga+n measured. . The last con-
dition of test is representative of t-he spacing of-rivets

-,

on metal-covered wings of multi spar construction. T~ese
tests were made at a dynamic pressure of 708 Pounds Per
square foot, whi& corresponds to an indicated velocity
of 55 miles per hour. -. .,, ..

The plain airfoil and the airfoil with the nine rows
of rivets on both “th6 upp-er arid lower s-urfaceq were next
tested at angles of attack in thd region of minimum ~rag
over a speed range from 40 to 120 miles per hour to fn-
vesti.gate the magnitude of the scale effect. The effec%
of the rivets on lift was investigated by testing the

—

airfoils from -8° to 210 angle of attack at- a dytiafiib
pressure of 16 pounds per square foot (79.2 miles per hour
indicated velocity). .

RBSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tunnel jet-boundary corrections have not been applied
to the results presented in this report because the dif-
ferences in lift were negligible. and the d+f?e.rqn.cp.st.n
drag therefore would not be affected.

*
4 A comparison of the results a.bta~pe$ from the Rl”tiin

airfoil with tho~e obtainedwith a single row of rivets
at the various chord positions on the upper surface-showed

. ) ... . that the single row at the 5 per ce~t chord position pro-
duced the greatest increase in minimum drag. This in-.
crease in drag amounted to 19 per cent of the minimum drag
of the plain airfoil. (Fig. 4.) -.. .“
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The nine rows of rivets on the upper surface of the
airfoil at 10 per cent chord intervals extending from the
5 to 85 per cent chord positions caused a 21 per cent in-
crease In rnininum drag. This increase in drag is small
compared with the increase of about 60 per cent that would
be obtained from the summation of Increases in minimum
drag for single rows shown in Figure 4. The fact that the
increases in drag due to the single rows failed to become
additive for a combination of the same rows Was probably
due to a serious disturbing effeet in the %oundary layer
caused by the first row of rivets,

.... . . . . . ------
The nine rows of rivets on both surfaces produced. an

increase of 27 per cent in drag. This is le+s than one- -J

third more than the amount obtained with the Yivets on the
upper surface alone. %

The preceding results were obtained from tests at 55
miles per hour, Ii will be. noted in Figure 5 that the in-
crease in minimum drag’ at 120 miles per hour for the air-
foil with rivets on both surfaces is only 18 per cent of
the minimum drag of the plain airfoil.. This difference
in increase of minimum drag may be attributed to scale
effect; it may be assumed that the seae scale effect would
‘bepresent with the single row of rivets at the 5 per cent
chord position and with the nine rows on ‘the upper surface
alone and that the percentage increase in minimum drag for
these conditions would be proportionally reduced at the
higher speeds.

Figure 5 shows a greater scale effect for the rtvet-
ed airfoil than for the plain airfoil at the lower test
velocities. However, at the higher velocities this dif-
ference in the scale effect disappears resulting In a
constant difference in minimum drag. Differences of the
minimum drag coefficients and drag coefficients corre-
sponding to the lift coefficients of O.1.1 0.2, and 0.3 for
the two airfoils throughout the speed range are platted
in Figure 6. The increase in the drag coefficient due to
the rivets is, for practical purposes, due solely to an
increaee in the profile drag, as indicated by the paral-
lelism of the polars in Yigure 8. The differ~nce in drag
coefficients at velocities between 100 and L20 miles per
hour is 0.0018. It appears reasonable to assume that
thi~ difference in drag coefffcf~-nts would remain the same

at velocities even higher than those employed for this in-
vestigation.

.
I

-.
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The effeot of the rivets on lift is practically neg-
ligible, as shown in Figure 7? The burble angle occurs
1° earlier with a decrease of about 1 per cent in the nax-
fmum lift coefficient.

The significance of the increase in profile drag may
well be illustrated by estimating what effect it would
have on the performance of an airplane. Tor this purpose
an airplane with the following specifications was chosen
and the assumption made that the wings were metal covered
with exposed rivet heads on %oth surfaces in the same 1o-’
cations as those covered by the tests.

Wing area zoo Sqift..
Wing section Clark Y
Engine 500 b..hp
Fuel consumption 0.5 lb./b.hp-hr.
Propulsive efficiency 80 per cent
High speed 200 m.p.h.
Cruising speed 170 m.p.h.

These specifications ar:e representative of a mo”dern
high-speed transport or a mtlitary observation airplane.

.’

The extrapolated drag cur-ye in Figure” 6 shows that
the increase in drag caused by ‘the rivets would he 4T
pounds at the cruising speed ’of 170 miles per hour and 55
pounds at the high speed of 200 miles per hour. The se
drag forces, taking the propulsive efficienc-y Iii=o account,
weuld consume 23 and 37 lrake horsepower, respectively, at

the cruising and high.s,peeds. The increase in fuel con-
sumption due to the rivets at the cruising speed,, based on
a weight of 6 pounds per gallon, would be 1.9 gallons per
hour. This amount represents about 7 per cent of-the fuel
consumption at the cruising speed. The high speed would
be increased fro-m 200 to 205 miles per hour by the elim-
ination of the exposed rivet heads.

CONCLUSIONS
., ..

●

. . .
1. A single row of rivets located at the 5 per cent

.“ , chord position on the upper surface of the airfoil pro-
duced a greater increase in the minimum drag than any
ether positiqn investigated.

..—

,
—

.

2. Rivets added on the upper surface of the airfoil
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back of a single row at the 5 per cent chord position had
little effect on drag. . .

3. Nine rows of rivets on the lower. surface increased
the drag less than one-third of the amount that tha same
ntiber of rows did on the upper surface.

4. The effect of rivets on maxinnim lift was negli-
gible,

5. Exposed rivet heads of the type and ~pacing in-
vestigated would have an appreciable detrimental effect
on the fuel consumption and high speed of an airplane.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., February 4, 1933.
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F@ra 1.-The 6 by 36 foot Clark Y airfoil mounted on balance. z
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Figure 2.-lIine row of rivet headn on upper surface of airfoil. G,
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